Opening for Optional AC

-.75" Dia. Steel Hold Down Rod
4 Places
Place sand bags or use mechanical anchors
200# hold down load required on each of four corners.
Customer responsible to determine best method
given the specific substrate that the
shelter unit is sitting on (soil, concrete, asphalt, etc)
.75" Dia. Steel Hold Down Rod
4 Places
Place sand bags or use mechanical anchors
200lb hold down load required on each of four corners.
Customer responsible to determine best method
given the specific substrate that the
shelter unit is sitting on (soil, concrete, asphalt, etc)
64 SQ FT Front View

- .75" Dia. Steel Hold Down Rod
- 4 Places
- Place sand bags or use mechanical anchors.
- 200# hold down load required on each of four corners.
- Customer responsible to determine best method
- given the specific substrate that the
- shelter unit is sitting on (soil, concrete, asphalt, etc)

From bottom of base frame to
- door threshold it is 27 3/8
Fire Extinguisher mounted to shelf support channel post 42 inches from floor surface

Shelves QTY 3

Fold Up Bed

75" Dia. Steel Hold Down Rod
4 Places
Place sand bags or use mechanical anchors 200# hold down load required on each of four corners.
Customer responsible to determine best method given the specific substrate that the shelter unit is sitting on (soil, concrete, asphalt, etc)
Standard Bed Height 24.5" to bed frame 30.00" to mattress top. Fold up Bed.

Option: Bed lowering kit 19.5 to bed frame 24.5 to mattress
When using this option the bed will not fold up.